Tutoring Service

@ University of Padova

School of Sciences
Who is the tutor?

- The tutors are students and graduate students who help others enrolled in their college career, supporting the study and providing them with information.

Tutors are involved in:

- Providing a concrete support to students
- Study groups for first-year students

The effectiveness of aid is that the tutor is finishing his studies in the same course of study and is therefore the best person to date in the areas of teaching and the organization of the department itself.
Tutoring @ School of Science

Tutors are students of the master's degree, doctoral students and interns who are interested in maintaining a relationship with university life and offer to support the "new generation" that begin to delve into the intricacies of the academic world.

We:

➢ Support the activities of first-year students.

➢ Organize study groups in which students can compare, exchange expertise and learn together with friends and classmates.

➢ Act as mediators between students and professors.

➢ Keep updated tutoring website/manage e-mails/help with coordination activities.
Study Groups

We:

- Manage **free access study groups for all students** (with priority for freshmen).
- Help students with practical problems that can arise when studying, in particular by providing facilities in order to solve those problems.
- Provide **references** in order to find teaching materials.
- Are in touch with teachers as regards the arrangement of study groups.
Tutoring Information

For any advice relevant to the teaching and the course of study you can contact the tutor to the e-mail address:

E-Mail: tutorjunior.scienze@unipd.it

Please indicate in the subject of the email the name of your degree course: in this way the message will be immediately read by the tutor junior representative of the degree course specified.

Website

http://en.scienze.unipd.it/index.php?id=tutorjunior
http://www.scienze.unipd.it/index.php?id=tutorjunior
Tutoring Commission, School of Sciences

Prof.ssa LICINI Giulia Marina (Presidente)

CCS Astronomy
LM Astrophysics and Cosmology
CCS Biology
CCS Molecular Biology
CCS Biotechnology
CCS Industrial Biotechnology
CCS Chemistry
CCS Industrial Chemistry
LM Cybersecurity
LM Data Science
CCS Physics
CCS Computer Science
CCS Mathematics
CCS Optics and Optometry
LM Physics of Data
CCS Materials Science
CCS Geological Science
CCS Environmental Sc. And Techn.
CCS Natural Sciences
CCS Statistics

CIROI Stefano
BARTOLO Nicola
FORMENTIN Elide
CAMPANARO Stefano
LAVEDER Paolo
FORMENTIN Elide
CENTOMO Paolo
MAREGA Carla
BRESOLIN Davide
LAURENTI Nicola
BRESOLIN Davide
LUNARDON Marcello
FERRANTE Marco
CAILOTTO Maurizio
ORTOLAN Dominga
LIGUORI Michele
NAPOLITANI Enrico
BREDIA Anna
FREZZATO Diego
SANDRELLI Federica
PAGGIARO Adriano
Thanks for your Attention

tutorjunior.scienze@unipd.it